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INTRODUCTION
During the past few years I have observed music teachers particularly in the instrumental field. In observing, I look and listen
for these things: attitudes, information, ideals, appreciations,
skills, habits of work, and those learnings which pertain to citiz
enship in a democratic situation.
With this fact in mind, the writer should go ahead with confid
ence in building an instrumaital program, noting at the same time that
there are many devices, both old and new, which can be used to do a
better job.
The best teachings, are frequently found among those teachers
who are familiar with the greatest amount of materials.
The stvdy of materials broadens a teacher's horizon, and
makes it possible to give students an enriched fare of
musical materials. It also tends to help broaden the
teacher'j owi philosophy of what a music program should
contain.
In building up tfa* instrumental music program, the teacher must
examine how the student will make use of his performing ability.
It is difficult, but possible, to develop an excellent high school
band without any instrumental music below the ninth grade,

The writer

is certain til at it is impossible to develop a good high school orchestra
unless the violin players are started while they are in the elementary
school.

Of course, it is desirable to start players, while they are

young, on other instruments, too, but the fact should be stressed that
an early start on the violin is a must.

X*

Irving Cheyette, -Building the Instrumental Program," The
Instrumentalist, March—April, 195 >
•

The next step is to get the girls and boys started. To do
this, we need a teacher and some instruments.

It is desirable that

the public school provide these essentials, as part of the regular
school program, at no extra cost to the pupils • Many school systems
do this.

Having the teacher and the instruments, next we need some

girls and boys.
How can the instrumental teacher be sure that he or she will set
up an adequate program?
It can be done only by organizing his course of study on a definite
semester basis, with graded materials which the children can enjoy
and perform with satisfaction, and with which they can recognize their
own growth in performing ability.
The snail school, practically all band directors will agree that
the instrumentation of the small school should differ from that of
the large schoolj however, there is lack of agreement as to what it
should be.
The entire subject is more complex than it may appear. It has at
it's core important considerations of interests, motivation, organization,
efficient management, regularity of habits, and all the human behavior
factors treated in psychology and philosophy.
While the experienced instrumentalist may frequently take these
factors into account, the teacher with a limited knowledge of techniques
will need all possible guidance and assistance to adequately understand
the problems involved in teaching students to play instruments.

-3In some schools instrumental begins as early as the
first grade: in others it is delayed until the junior or
event the senior high school. Generally speaking, the
practice of introducing instrumental instruction in the
fourth of fifth grade is so widespread that we may
consider it as actively beginning at this point. This
does net mean that the music work of the primary grades
is un-important. On the contrary, from the standpoint
of the director of school bands, and orchestras the work
in the first three grades is of the utmost value both
in laying a rich background upon which to build, and in
interesting children in music as a worth-while activity.1

Theodore F. Normaim,

Theodore Pressen Co., Pennsylvania, MCMXXXIX,

p. 39.

SStelfc

THE INSTRUMENTAL PROGRAM
An instrumental program cannot be developed over night. It
must have a good and reliable sponsorship. In the case of the school
band or orchestra the school, of course, sponsors the organization.
The band or orchestra must be organized by some one who has
special training and experience in such work. It is advisable to
get in touch with your local music dealer for assistance in securing
a capable organizer. Either he or some one in his organization has
the necessary experience and training to form a band or orchestra,
or he can secure a train d organizer from the manufactuerer whose
instruments he handles. The importance of getting the band or orchesb ra
started right cannot be over emphasized.
The summer is an ideal time to start beginners. Students have
time to practice and there is no conflict, with school subjects.
Some directors start beginners only in the sunnier•
If you must start your beginners during the school year, wait
until after Christmas or until the second semester. All beginners
can be taken care of by starting them either in suamer or in the middle
of the school year.
It is also a good idea to avoid being over-worked during the
important September — October months, You need the extra energy for
the marching band or to maintain a reserve for the strenuous months.
Without any fall beginners, you can start your ens.*, program much
earlier in the year.

-5*-

Various plans fcr building instrumentation are in effect in
different communities, Some directors use what the writer believe
to be a wise plan: that of starting string players one year in
advance of the winds.

This gives opportunity to get talented young

sters started on the more difficult strings before they are attracted
to the winds.

It is acknowledged, that more time and study, is needed

to develop a string player to a stage of performing usability than is
true for the wind player. The extra year is very helpful. Often the
third grade is used as a starting time. Most likely the half-size
violin will be needed. Fourth or fifth grade seems to be a suitable
time far starting wind players.
Che methods successfully followed by many is to start only the
three basic instruments in the lower grades: the violin, the clarinet
and the cornet. Under this plan the instruments should be school
owned. Only two or three years later many of these players will transfer
to the other instruments of the proposed instrumentation. The change
over generally comes during junior high school, as a natural transition.
Other directors use a different plan for building instrumentation.
They prefer to build a full instrumentation at the early grade levels
as soon as the student is large enough to reach and blow the larger
instruments.

Under this procedure the French horn, bassoon, cello,

trombone, tuba, and others can be started early.
Regardless of the procedure used, the goal set by a director
should be to interest and start a large number of beginners. This is
educational standpoint, bearing in mind
as it should be both from an
all and all for music," and the desire to serve
the slogan "music for
the school and community through student playing.

-6-

OBJECTIVES
It has been the writer's observation that those who are most
successful in influencing students to treasure music as an influential
factor in their lives have one thing in counion — a clear cut act of
objectives.

The person vho knows definitely where he is going is

much more likely to arrive there than the one who merely sets out.
In the latter case the journey may be a pleasant one, but unless an
objective is kept in mind $he trip may lead to no where in particular.
Around his objectives the instructor will build his daily program so
that his students may gain a true conception of music rather then a
fragmentary knowledge of the subject.
We have listed the following objectives for instrumental music:
1. To develop a desire to study instrumental music.
2. To develop good playing habits - postures, holding of
instruments, et«.
3. To develop altetness and responsiveness to suggestions
of conductor.
4. To develop regularity and promptness of attendance.
5. To develop adaptation to playing of the rest of the group
6. To develop neatness and orderliness in caring for music,
instruments and equipment
7. To develop constant attention to tone quality.
8. To develop excellent intonation.
9. To develop steady but flexible rhythm.
10. To develop well modulated harmonic and melodic blending
11. To develop rapid and accurate reading of everyti ing on the
12.
13.
14.
15.

To^evelop^xpressive performance guided by suggestions
To develop a striving for perfect performance.
To develop acquaintance with standard music literature.
To develop taste both in music and in its performance.

-7Objectives will vary with the condition under which
one works and with changes in the major aims of education.
As one grows and develops in his work, his objectives
become deeper, broader, and more closely tied up with
the motives and interests of those with whom he works.
Much of the conductor's success will depend upon the
abiding faith he has in the worth of his subject and
thoughtful preparation he devotes toward equipping
himself for a interpretation of its valu s. The man
moves by a compelling ideal - a stirring vision of the
possibilities inherent in his task possesses one of
the principle requisites for vitalized, dynamic teaching.*•
AROUSING INTERESTS
Before we can teach a pupil effectively he must be interested in
what we are trying to teach him. He may bring this interest, or attitude
to school with him as a result of his experiences in the home or with
the movies, radio or television, He may know other children who are
interested and successful in certain activities and he may wish to
enulate them. For example, when older brothers and sisters are members
of a successful high school band or orchestra, the younger brothers
and sisters are usually good prospects for the instrumental music
classes in the elementary school.
Some of the colleges have tried to interest young children in the
playing of instruments by having professional players given concerts in
elementary schools,

This effort is doubtless of some value with some

children, but hose of us who woflk and live with children know that
the sure way to interest than in music is to cause than to enjoy
music.
1.

Ibid, p. 33.
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A mozant string quart ant will not interest children in music unless
they truly enjoy hearing it. On the other hand, "Oh Susanna" can be
delightful, and can cause children to love music and to take part in
the making of music.
It is true that one of the best ways to arouse interest in instru
ments is to have a group hf players present a demonstration concert in
an elementary school. But the music should be suited to the audience;
the children must like the music. In this situation, a group of high
school players may be better then a group of adults.
Children respond most readily to short-term goals.

They can see

themselves playing in the high school band or orchestra in a year of
two, but they won't be grown up for many years. Then too, if the
high school girls and boys enjoy playing the violin or a clarinet it
must really be fun. The same cannot be said for grown-ups, for they do
lots of things that are not at all interesting to children.
There are many reasons why children want to learn to play musical
instruments. Some have already been mentioned, but there are almost as
many reasons as there are children. Sometimes children want to be in
the orchestra or band because of the uniforms.

Because band or orches

tra members see the conmencement exercises, school plays, operettas
and football games without tickets.

Children often join a successful

musical organization so as to belong to something that has social
prestige.

They may start to play a musical instrument for a variety

of reasons, but if they are to continue and become successful players
they must eventually learn to like music for its own sake.

-9-

Qnee an interested group has been started, careful screening of
new recruits is very Important. There are several well known tests that
will help with the clinical aspects. Other facts concerning prospects
will be discovered by the teacher.
Trips may also be the means of awakening interest in instrument
playing.

Some special publicity on a successful trip or an outstanding

performance either by inidividuals or by the band or orchestra group
may bring recognition which will lead to eagerness to join such a group.
Nothing succeeds like success has been aptly used in many such cases.
Examples of successful trips to contests, festivals and neighboring
towns for special concerts have been the stimulating motivation for
many a instrumental player starting his career in the beginning
instrumental class. Publicity of all kinds that centers the attention
of students or parents on band or orchestral activities will always
give the instruments a fine boost.
Particularly Interested in the Instrumental music
department are tl» parents of the participating students,
fhey are the ones who can see and appreciate the values
of music and bands and orchestras, Most of them become
very enthusiastic, and welcome an opportunity to help
the work along in any way possible. The organization
of parents clubs or mothers clubs is beneficial
to most bands and orchestras, as it unites an interested
adult body which will support the organizations to a
marked degree. The association of parents who have a
common interest is socially stimulating. They will
promote the band and orchestra and have a S°od time
doing it. They not only will be able to help financia y
through various money-raising Projects,
*y
seeing that their children do the right kind and **>unt
also t hey will help influence public
of home practice, but
the direction of adequate
opinion and the school board in
The director must, however,
band and orchestra support.

-11used by the merrbers of a professional band or orchestra. On the
other hand, we frequently expect children to get good results on
instruments that are of poor quality, poorly adjusted, and practically
out of order.
With instruments, one of the first matters to consider is the size
of the instrument. It is very bad to have children to try play
instruments that are too large for them. Over size instruments cause
poor position, poor intonation, tension rather than relaxation,
loss of interest, and other serious problems. It is relatively
easy to obtain snail violins in half and three quarter sizes, small
tubes and we should be certain that pupils do not use fhlly-sized
instruments until they can be comfotable while doing so.
The proper accessories, a case to give the instrument proper pro
tection, a music stand, instruction book and several other important
items might be included under the heading of correct equipment, but
the most important of all is the correct size of instrument for the
student. Without the right sized instrument, there can be very little
real progressive learning in the class.
The instrumental teacher is frequently called upon to adivse students
and parents concerning the purchase of new or used instruments. This is
particularely true at the beginning of the school year when instrumental
classes are being organized, Hie well informed teacher can offer valuable
assistame ani guidance in aiding the student to obtain a Satisfactory

instrument•

-12-

The begxnner student is frequently handicapped by an inferior
instrument or one which is in such poor playing condition that even an
experienced player would be unable to obtain satisfactory musical
results. While such a situation seems absured, it is an unfortunate
circumstance which is all too common.
The understandable reluctance of parents to assume responsibility
for a large investment in an expensive instrument until child's program
indicates some evidence of continued interest and success must be taken
into consideration. The trial-rental purchase plan offered by many
instrument dealers provides an opportunity for the student to use the
instrument on a low-cost trial basis for a period of 60-90 days before
a final decision regarding purchase is required.
Having instruments of the right size for our pupils next we must
be sure that the instruments are properly adjusted in every way.
The instrument used by the beginning students must be in good playing
condition.

Check for air leaks at the salive releasing mechanisms.

Make sure that the ccrk is in perfect condition and has an air tight
sealing circumference,

Check the spring; be sure that when the finger

is released from the mechanism, the spring is tight enought to seal
the cork firmly against the opening in the instrument.
Check the corks and pads. If they are swollen they will have
reduced openings and thus will effect the pruity of the tones. If
they are cracked and dried out further leakage of air will result.
Make sure that all slide mechanisms move freely.
should be cleaned inside and out.

The instrument

-13-

Little has been said about the quality of the instruments*
Naturally, the quality of the instrument should not be inferior,

But

medium grade instrument, with good fittings, well adjusted is much
better for school players than a fine instrument poorly adjusted.
Children should be taught how to take care of musical instruments, and
should be reminded frequently about keeping instruments in cases when
not in use, placing basses where they will not get bumped, and so on.
Learning to appreciate and take care of musical instruments can be
of great value to our pupils.
Instruments must be kept in first class playing condition
at all times. Brass instrument players should keep their
instruments clean and polished, valves and slides free
and well oiled, mouthpieces free of sediment, and should
run water through the tubing at least once a week for
cleansing. Cornet, trumpet, trombone, and French horn
players should have mutes and have them available at each
meeting. Reed and woodwind instrument players should
keep their instruments well oiled and polishedj joints
greased, keys and pads in perfect adjustment, and the
inside of the instrument clean and dry after each playing.
They should have extra reeds, and an assortment of pads
and stick shellac to replace them in emergencies.
Players of string instruments should keep their instruments
clean and polished, free of resin, pegs well fitted, and
should have an extra set of strings, resin, a fitted
bridge, and a mute always at hand.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
For many generation., people have learned to play musical instruments
is a learning situation known as a private lesson, Until recently this
has been the only method of teaching and learning instrumental music.
Even t oday, there are many teacheB3 of instrumental music in the public
schools who are private teachers at heart and who are not entirely
sold on the class method.
1#

Hindsley, o£. cit., p. 62.

-15-

As a stuaent gains in power and skill the limitations
imposed upon him by the group tend to become ever more
restricting. He demands and requires greater individual
attention to his pecular problems. His difficulties
are not necessarily common to the group, but rathter
arise out of his own physical make-up and habits of
learning, difficulties are largely the same for each
individual member of the class. Advancing, however, at
widely varying rates of speed, the problems once common
to all become increasingly the difficulties requiring
individual ministration. Class instruction, if it is
to function with more advanced students, must take on
ever more noticeably the characteristics of the
individual lesson.l
The private teacher of instruments is an indispensable
factor in the development of our foremost bands and
orchestras. By and large different teacher from the
private tutor of a few years back, he is cooperating with
and effectively stimulating musical interest in the
community, Some educators are prone to forget in eheir
enthusiasm for mass instruction the refinement of
spirit and the development of uasonality possible
in an intimate communion between artist and student.
The world of music owes a devt to the private teacher
that can hardly be repaid. He has been and will continue
to be an indispensable factor in the development of our
musical life.2
The writer is sure that many things can be tau^it just as well or
better in class that many other things are best taught in a private
lesson; and that more of the things that we now teacher privately could
be taught in class, if only we know how.
It is easiest to teacher one student at a time. It is fairly
easy to teach several students together when they are all playing
the same kind of an instrument and are all at the same level of
advancement.

We know that it is possible to teache all of the strings

together or all of the winds. Logically, it would seem to be possible
to teach all of the strings and all of the winds together.

1*
2*

Ikid, p. 146
Ibid, p. 147.
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Beginners should learn to play by ear little melodies whifih they
already know, or which they can learn to sing very readily, They
should sing the tunes, and then play them. In this way, we concentrate
on one thing at a time.
It is not always possible to break things down in this way, and
even when we can it is not always desirable to do so. There are times
when it is a good idea to emphasize one thing at a time.
Musical instruments are not only agents of tone production.
Almost every sound you hear has a reconizable tone or
combination of tones. Trained ears can distinguish this
tone easily but you will be surprised to discover that by
concentration you can do very well yourself, Suppose you
sit down quietly and pay attention to the sounds about you.
If you are in the country, you will find such agreable
things to listen to as the s onj$> of the birds the buzzing
of insects, a distant locomotive, the wind in the trees.
If you are in town your choice may be embarrassingly large,
but perhaps you can isolate a bell or two, the hum of a
trolley car, or the pneumatic riveter usually to be found
next door. Listen to these sounds carefully and see if
you can pitch your voice to the approximate tone. If you
find difficulty in this, go to the piano and hunt for the
tone you hear. If the tone is a combination of sounds like
the locomotive whistle, you will not find it so easy but
after a few experiments you will discover that many of the
sounds which we regard as noises have really a semblance
of musical tone,^

elements-the harmony, melody, rhythm, form, or style.
Too often a class is told simply "to list® to a passage
without being directed to lirten_ specif:ically,
^
otherwords, selective listening is
definite results,^
Douglas HoorT,

Llst^ £ grit,

"4

2.iOTk>colenan-fios"
Co., Inc 1950) p. 62.
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While most exercises and melodies should be played in unison by
all of the instruments, interest and enjoyment can be increased by
easy part work.

If we want children to liek music, we must present

music to them in such a way they will like it.
The use of interesting materials is one of the essentials. This
means material that is interesting to the children, though not
necessarily very interesting to the teacher (except as teaching material).
A first grade primer is very interesting to a mormal six year old
child, but it is not interesting to the teacher, nor to anyone above
the first grade. Good primers could hardly be called good literature.
Good primers, are excellent reading mateiials for six year olds, who
are learning to read.
Similarly, we must use materials in music education that are
interesting to the child at his age, and at his level of achievement.
It is well to remember, when teaching music that we must always start
with the child where he is.
As to the outcome of ear-training, our opinion is as
follows: At the conclusion of the music course in the
schools, ear-training should have accomplished the
following results: First, all students should be able
to listen to at least a few of the great musical
compositions sufficiently to recognize them later as
acquaintances renewed. This means that all students
will at least be listeners. Second, ear-training and
the acquisition of aural skill should have become
definitely serviceable in musical performance. The
dependence of the performer on skilled hearing is of
the utmost importante, both because it helps to solve many
mechanical problems and because it greatly adds to the
expressive and esthetic values of his work.
training activities
ear
Third, our

-19should be of direct benefit to the small group of pupils
who are to enter music vocationally,1
Playing by ear is t he gateway to musical e njoymerit and under
standing, and should be open to all to the fullest extent of indivi
dual capacity*
SELECTING MUSIC
Hie selection of suitable music for each ensemble is important*
The job is complicated fhrther by the fact that there is such a
tremendous repertoire of music for instrumental groups*

The following

statement, discussing the selection of band music, pretty well sums
up the problem for the orchestral idioms as well:
"Intelligent selection of music for any medium comes from
extensive experience and knowledge of the whole field.
The task is especially difficult for the band because
we must rely largely upon transcriptions of orchestra
scores; only recently has there appeared a greater number
of concert compositions written directly for band* Thus
the bandmaster must know not only the value of the piece
itself but also the relative value of variuus band
arrangements* Hie task is further complicated in the
school field by the necessity of choosing suitable
material for several grades of organizations. No one
person can be expected to be familiar with the whole
repertoire* Therefore the band leader must rely
upon the composite experience and knowledge of others
as expressed in lists released by music teachers'
associations and publishers."2
Most teachers will agree that string players should start to play
in sharp keys because of the way in which the instruments are tuned
and because of the rature of the easiest finger patterns. In the past,

most easy orchestra music was wiitten in flat keys* This made the
1#

Guy M. Whipple, Music Education* (Bloomington, Illinois), Public
School Publishing Company, (1936J, H,
2* G. 8. Preacott and L. W.
Bands. (Hew York), Paul A
Fischer, Inc., 193&, P» 217*
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ksys fairly easy for the wind players, but did not favor the young
string players.

Today, teachers can find considerable easy orchestra

material that is written in sharp keys .
While this makes the wLnd parts more difficult, so far as fingering
goes, it does not handicap the wind players in the same way that playing
in flat keys handicaps the young string players. Fingering on a wind
instrument is not the most difficult part of playing the instrument,
and even difficult fingering does not affect, adversely, the pupil's
playing position and his future development.
On a stringed instrument, fingering is a vital part of the hand
psoition, a very important factor in intonation, and a corner stone
upon which future building depends. When selecting music for the
school orchestra we should favor the strings and welcome music
written in sharp keys.
The selection of a suitable ley, is 6f the utmost importance.
Key signatures with sharps should be avoided for band.

The selection

of a key is largely determined by the instruments that are to be used
for playing the arrangement.
Music has a well high universal appeal. Students like
music as much as they dislike "theory." It does not have
to be "sold" to them. Liking is the first step toward
understanding. Three princples are involved in the
selection of music for instructional purposes. First,
the music used must be suitable for the s u en
, ,
background, Interests, art maturity. Thiols self-ovldent
and requires only good judgment m app ca
.
»
the music used diould be the best on any jS1™
and third, it should be chosen to wade anddeepenthe
student' s knowledge of music literature. Began on hie level ^
end lead him to a higher one. All functional music is good,

-21-

although sometimes in a non-musical sense. On the other
hand there is a world of music which is truly "great,"
and is the privilege of instructor of help the student
to discover, explore, and understand this world for
himself. Upon utilitarian standard, Johann Strause was
as "great" a composer ad Chopin, since both wrote very
effective waltzesj but obviously, in the broader sense,
Copin was the greater creator. It is essential that
this distinction is clear in selecting music for study
or for performance. Use music commensurate not only
with the inmediate but with the potential capacities of
the student. Too many school programs compromise with
what is believed to be the student tastes. Careful
selection of material is especially important in teaching
of musical structure, since only the best models are
desirable. Hie practices of a Beethoven are superior
to those of a Sousa; Bach's chorales are a better
text than Gospel hymns, irrespective of their religious
value .1
In instrumental music the question of range is a conspicious and
perplexing problem, for it differs with individuals and with groups
and changes from time to time with physical and musical development.
It also varies under different conditions, as in type and arrangement of song and in the manner of producing tone. The health of
the player, climatic condit ons, and acoustical properties of rooms
also affect it.

In choosing material attention must be paid to the

characteristics of each instrument and to the development and skill
of the performers, Rhythm, intervals, phrasing and parts likewise
are important factors to be considered in selecting music.

Murphy, oj). cit.« PP* 14-15*

PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE INSTRUMENTAL PROGRAM
One of the biggest problems in the small school is to get beginners,
so.that there will be some players who will take the place of those
stars who are graduating. Good prospects for the band or orchestra
are at a premium^

It is up to the director to find them and create

an interest in studying. It is the duty of the director to show the
student how his instrument can perform. Some of the finest musicians
graduating from the band and orchestra are those who probably would never
have known the joys of music if the director had not given them that
first pep talk, talent test, or demonstration on an instrument.
After the band and orchestra have made a reputation with their
fine performances and h ve done a little traveling, played concerts
in neighboring towns, and won a few contests, getting beginners does
not turh our to be such a bad job after all. They come flying in,
hoping there will be some chance to become a member, worrying little
about the kind of an instrument to play,

That is a sweet feeling

and a fellow can again enjoy his three square meals, There are
directors who are still building, and it is to them their next
paragraphs may offer assistance.
Such a course might be organized under the following headings:
Primary Grades (1-3) Stimulatory experiences with free rhythms,
to sense rhythm through the entire body.
Rhythm band added to song singing and dramatization.

-23-

Melody instruments such as flutophones, song flutes, tonettes,
and others, to develop reading skills. Materials from song books,
methods for these instruments.
Class piano, class drurahing, and others.
Elementary Grades (4-6): Exploratory experiences with
the orchestral and band instruments. Here we want oppor
tunities to try several instruments before choosing one
to study.
Organization of classes in violin, cello, clarinet,
flute, cornet, mellophone, baritone, small tuba, per
cussion, piano, and the social instruments such as
guitar, banjo, mandolin, ukulele, and piano accordion.
Materials should include all four aspects of the four
fold program. Both small and large ensembles should
be available.
Junior High: This is really the skill building area,
since students are maturing rapidly, and are truly
interested in developing their skills. This is the
area in which Boy and Girl Scouts do their most active
work toward merit badges; in physical education the
competitive spirit at work is appatent. Student vie
for recognition in teims of all type of experiences;
they are maturing emotionally, and will work hard at
mastery of skill experiences.
This is where the "big push" should be placed for
the technical mastery, so that when the students move
on to high school they can play the more involved
scores which provide the fullest musical satisfaction
at high sdxool age.
Senior High: This is the mastery of skill area, when
the finest in solo and ensemble experiences should be
available to students, as well as the best in band and
orchestral literature. "Ms can only be availablewhen
an adequate total program has been planned and carried
through the ait ire school program.

11

M, Cheyette, "Building the Music Pregrem," The SL^entailet,
March-April, 1951, P» 25*

-24There should be school owned instruments that everyone who shows
any talent in music can be given a change to leam to play without
first having to ask the parent to buy a mellophone or cello, wtatever
the case may be. There are still too many schools that do not own
enough instrumert s to give the children in their communities a fair
chance in music.

Because of the lack of school owned instruments the

director is severely handicappedn and weak sound ir« bands and orchestras
are the result. When the ultimate value of music's contribution to
the child's social, cultural and intellectual attributes are considered,
the price to pay for a few more instruments, to make a well-rounded
and complete instrumentation is veiy small. Some well organized talks
in chamber of commerce, Women's Clubs, P. T. A • > along with interesting
solos and ensembles, will do much to gain the necessary favor that will
eventually add instruments to the school collection.
If the band has been equipped with instruments there still remains
the problem of running expenses-music, uniforms, and equipment. If
an appropriation can be secured from the school board each year to take
care of these expenses, the problem is solved,

Here again the local

business firms and service clubs can be looked to for some revenue.
In many schools Band Parents' Clubs have been formed to help the band
financially through entertainments and other money raising schemes
<iuring the year.
The instrumental director who teaches other subjects
and has very little time allotted him for taining beginners
must resort to the plan of teaching all beginners in one
class. Off hand it seems Impossible to teach all kinds

-25of instruments in one class, but it is being done,
Undoubtedly the well organized material appearing in some
of the present modern methods has a great deal to do with
the progress of bands and orchestras compelled to adopt
this plan. The director who must meet all of his
beginners in one class should make every effort to see
that beginners get enrolled with private teachers
wherever possible. It stands to reason that one period
a day for band means rather slow progress even with the
best methods unless some supplementary training is
given outside of school time.l
This procedure allows for all of the instruments of
the orchestra in one class, which introduces even greater
difficulties than the full band class in that the strings
take a longer time to learn. String players should by
all means be given some extra time, otherwise the brass
and wood-wind members of the orchestra will progess far
ahead and the director will be faced with the problem of
trying to select music that will satisfy everyone. If
extra string classes cannot be arranged, or private
lessons given, then all members diould be given a
beginning method to study at home. Lessons can be
assigned by the director and c hecked upon at various
intervals as the time permits.^
If the director can manage to get an extra free period each day
on school time he can arrange to give group lessons to different
section of the band or orchestra and in this way take care of the
important rudiments necessary for beginners.
Many bands and orchestras suffer because the directors spreads
his Una too thinly over too many different instruments and parts.
A band or orchestra of limited instrumentation playing well will
always eound better than one with more different instruments playing
Poorly.
1.
2.

Instrumental Director's Handbook (Chicago,
Sylvan D. Ward, The
Rubank, Inc., 1940), P» 28.
Ibid, p. 29.

-26How can the director make the most of the rehearsal time?
Rehearsal time is always valuable, so everything should be organized
to avoid any wasted moments.

Aie selection of music must be of

interesting variety and presented in a way that will not cause the
rehearsal to fall in spirit. The following procedure nay help some
directors in farming a rehearsal that will give content result:
1. The rehearsal program for the day appears on the board
and is followed accordingly.
2.

The chairs ans stands for the rehearsal are all placed
and ready.

3.

The music is in individual folders convenient to each
member as he canes into the rehearsal room.

4. Each student arranges his music in its proper sequence
after he is seated.
5.

Instruments are not blown or bowed until the director
gives permission for tuning.

6. Lighting and ventilation are in perfect adjustment.
7. Tuning is taken care of in as short a time as possible.
8. The director schedules his rehearsal materials so that
there is sufficient time to learn all music for all
scheduled performances.
9. The director learn his music carefully so that his score
is in his head and not his head in the score.
10. The rehearsal begins with a light number that everyone
can play quite easily.
U. The director watches carefully the playing position of
each member. Faculty positions are corrected immediately.
12. The sustained tone is the foundation for good playing.
13. Divide the good players among all the parts.
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14 •

Arousing the ensemble to a consciousness of what is
wanted is of paramount importance.

15.

An important feature is sigh reading

16. Share with the orchestra and band any letters or
comments praising the organizations.
17.

Encourage good scholarship and citizenship.

18.

Talk less and play more.

19.

Give moee praise than blame.

20.

Be confident.

A good band or orchestra is built on discipline. So
are all other organizations whose purpose it is to perform
or create. So is every person and everything is of any
value in this world. But let, us agree on the definition
of discipline. Discipline is order, It is also many
other tMngs, but primarily discipline is order, so
let us say that every useful person or thing has order.
Look about you and see if t is is not so. There are
different degrees and direction ef order, but every
where, it is present. There is order in all things
physical or materials and in all things spiritual
or intellectual. With orderliness goes attainment
and things worthwhile.^
Every director sooner or later ask himself if familiarity really
does breed contempt or if it is possible to be easy going, to tell
jokes, to be in formal in speech and manner and still to have good

discipline. We suggest that a safe rule would be that one should be
strict and formal with the group but the linient and informal with
the individual.

This does not mean that you can't luagh at a good

joke before your band or orchestra or that you yourself can't tell one
at times.

Just make sure that you can settle the eroups shortly

thereafter.
Hindsley, 0£. cit., p. 79.
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Theodore F. Nonnann emphasizes the importance of an understanding
attitude on the part of the director. We quote:
Every conductor has to meet, at one time or another,
special problems in discipline. For those who lack
experience the situation is often very trying. High
school students in particular seems to take a pernicious
delight in testing out the new teacher. One director
found that passing the disciplinary buck to the principal
rarely worked.
"There are four ways to treat recalcitrant band and
orchestra members:
"1. Have a heart to heart talk in an endeavor to come to
some common understanding. One can often uncover
the source of the misunderstanding by a friendly
chat • • •
"2. Give troublesome students positions of additional
responsibility tfiere excess energy maybe used
to advantage. If an individual is causing trouble
because he desires t he attention of other in his
group, that desire may often be focused in the
proper direction by giving him a definite
responsibility to which is affixed some degree
of social recognition * • •
"3.

Tolerate offenders in the belief that another
year will bring greater maturity of judgment.

"4.

If, after one has exhausted all possible means
of securing, his cooperation, a player still
refuses to take his place in the organization
seriously, one is justified in dispensing with
his help altogether • • •

"Punishment is a very tricky remedy. It would be better
to avoid it if possible as it often proves to be a boomerang.
It is not wise to punish the group for the misconduct of
individuals unless the organization has willinfully sanctione
the offense. A heart to heart talk usually produces better
results than coercion."!

1.

Ward,

op. cit., PP» 231-234.
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Charles B. Righter points out the function of self-government and
sets up the concept of discipline between the director and the
individual rather than the group. We quote:
"A gpod first rule is to have a student organization
with elected officers who will have specific duties to
perform in connection with the rehearsal make friends with
as many of the student as possible, and especially with
those you are not sure can be counted upon. Seek out
the possible trouble makers and put yourself under seme
small moral obligation to them by asking them to do
something for you.
"If any sort of difficulty arises in rehearsal, be
sure to discuss the matter in private with the student
concerned. Never reprimand a student before others.
This is the good old oriental philosophy of fact saving.
Always try to be encouraging and helpful in making
corrections. Instead of criticising, a student show him
the proper approach to his problem and make him feel
that most of what he has (tone is qiite all right, that
only certain details require improvement. Be as pleasant
as possible at all times. Seek out special tasks at
which certain members of the group excel and thus tie
them to the organization though their cwn special
interests. If, by your manner, you can show that you
enjoy the company of the studert s, your attitude will
probably be reflected in theirs.
"The teacher who believes in hard boiled efficiency
in the rehearsal at the cost of pleasant human relation
ships will usually find that the performance has lost
much of the warmth, freshness, and vitality that might
otherwise have characterized it."1
Keeping students busy and interested by walking around among them,
helping them and making them want to work will gain their cooperation.
We quote:
"Any serious mental work requires concentration and concentration in a large group requires disciplin .
tional work discipline should not be considered as^imposed
authority, but rather as self-control throug
to cooperate.
la

Charles B. Highfrer, Sugga to

S^col Oroh.stffi| |M Safe

(New York, Paul A. Schmitt Music Company, 1945.), PP. &1
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"The conductor who is not able to obtain self-controlled
discipline from his group will hardly be able to do a
superior quality of musical work. The ensemble in which
everyone is busy producing music which he enjoys will
have a true basis for maintaining discipline. When the
conductor steps upon the podium, he should expect whole
hearted attention by knowing his business and making
rehearsals interesting with his enthusiasm for music and
^oung people.
"On the other hand, the school music conductor is also
a teacher, and he will continually be walking among the
players offering suggestions and giving help. When
discipline problems arise he will quietly but firmly
point out to both individual and ensembles the need for
cooperation in any group effort • • •
"Little actions which do not directly or indirectly
affect the efficiency of the rehearsal need not be
considered as breaches of discipline. In other words,
the conductor is desling with red-blooded, energetic,
young people and he cannot expect the impossible.
"Discipline in music ensembles can best be attained
through keeping students busy, knowing your business, and
creating interest by your own interest in and enthusiasm
for the music that is being studied and performed. This
statement p e—supposes music worthy of such interest and
enthusiasm. Self-controlled discipline and cooperation
are the most valuable lessons that student s can learn
in ensemble performance. The conductor, who is an
educator, will capitalize on the situation that music
organizations offer for such training•"
One of the weakest phases in the band and orchestra field is the
teaching of rhythm, Many direcofrs apparently trust to luck, hoping
that providence will somehow help the instrumentalist to know how the
music is to be played or that the student will, through sheer exposure,
eventually learn how the music goes.
The musical child whc has a very gcod sense cf rhythm may under
this system finally develcp a fair judgment abeut nctes and rests
and the way the music should sound.

The child who is just average or

Bodegrayen and Wilson,op, cit •> PP*

-31weak in this department will too often rely on the ear or rote learning
and can seldom be depended upon later to perform complicated music.
The teaching of time and rhythm to our instrumental students must
get special attention in the first frear or two so that a good foundation
may be 3a id.

Fourth, fifth and sixth grade pupils will require a

simpler and slower approach to this problem than pupil in junior high.
To achieve better thythmic feeling the instrumental teacher can profit
greatly by adaptation of special devices vhich are used extensively by
piano class instructors. Examples of such devices are: (1) marching to
recognize strong beats, (2) arm and leg movements to music, (3) rhythmic
dictation, (4) clapping hands, (5) rhythmic ear training, such as tapping
while hearing the music, and (6) putting in the barliness in a given
series of notes and rests.
The student obviously will not learn to play notes by his knowledge
of musical arthmetic alone, but he must know his musical arithmetic
thoroughly in order to become an advanced and ac£urate player. The
sooner the student can get the instinctive feel for the way the notes
go, the better his rhythm will be. The shortest road to accurate notereading is the long road with few if any dangerous short-cuts.
Somewhere in the class program students should be taught
how to practice, as well as how to play. If a class meets
practices. Supervised practice may well e a
class period until the need disappears. This
be
done by further sfacing of the students about the ro«
for minimum of interference, <x by ising o
available • So long as there is not too •^ confusion,
concentration will ba possible and as a practice pefio
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considered wcrk may be accomplished. There is nothing
which will take the place of actually playing the instrument,
and the teacher should be interested in seeing that in a
given class or practice period every possible minute is
used to advantage. Students must be impressed with the
fact that essentially instruments are to be played and
not played with. Those who see their instruments only
when they come to class should face elimination. In
some manner the teacher must have the assurance that
each student spends a minimum amount of time along with
his instrument, and that this time is spent in "honest
to goodness" practice. Those who expect results to be
handed them on a silver platter should soon learn the
fallacy of their expectations by the example of those
who are doing the work.l
One who listens to many school bands or orchestras in public
performances cannot fail to observe certain common strengths and
weaknesses. When bands and orchestras participate in contest and
festivals, all of the members play the right notes, but all too often
they do not play the notes right.
Playing j5he right notes involves mainly the mechanical process of
putting down the right fingers in the right place at the right time.
This is not always an easy job. In very fast or difficult music this
process often taxes the ability of the player so that we must be content
if he does play the right notes at the right times.
In addition to the right note at the right time, listeners of
serious music demand that the tone quality he good, Whether the tones
be long or short, loud or soft, they must be acceptable to the ear as
musical tones.

Listeners demand that the tones be fairly well in tune.

Most listeners are reasonable about this and do not expect tones to be
scientifically in tune. We do
Hindsley, o£. cit., P» 31*

insist that the tones be well enough in

-33tune to satisfy the ear. Even persons who know very little about music
can usually tell whether or not it is in tune and they just don't like
sour notes. It can be said with certainty that music, to be acceptable,
must consist of tones whose quality and intonation are satisfactory.
One of the things that make the difference between a person of
ordinary abilities and superiority in music is expression. Children
in the primary grades always talk with expression, yet they do not
always read aloud with expression. Like the young readers who pronounce
all of the words correctly, but without expressing many of our school
band and orchestra members play all of the notes correctly, but without
expression.

They play the right notes, but they do not play the notes

right.
Musical expression is regarded as something quite mysterious and
spiritual.

The ability to play with expression is popularly believed

to be a gift and either you hage it or you don't have it. This may be
true so far as artist musicians are concerned, but any ordinary musician
can leam to do certain things that will make his playing more expressive
and more enjoyable.
In language, one of the important things to consider in making
speech expressive is phrasing. We do this naturally in everyday
conversation.

A phase is a group of related words expressing an

incomplete thought. In music, a phrase is a group of related tones
expressing an incomplete musical idea, When talking we emphasize
We can actually omit
certain words and syllables and minimize others.
In making

certain words and syllables without being misunderstood.
music expressive we must stress

certain phrases and play others softer

-34and lighter. Within a musical phrase certain tones must be emphasised,
sometimes by making them louder and sometimes by playing the other tones
softer.

Hie filial note of a phrase is often clayed very softly and

lightly. The difference between a loud tones and a soft tone need not
be great, but unless there is 3ome difference there is likely to be little
or no musical expression.
Another quality of music that is too much reglected by our school
bands and orchestras may be termed style. In its simplest form this
means tones separated or tones connected. Our youngest players join
all of their tones the same way, about midway between connected and
separated. Generally, players on stringed instruments tend to play
everything connected, while brass players tend to separate the tones.
The director's responsibility lies in teaching the palyers which
notes to play loud or soft, which notes to play connected or separated,
and in both cases to what degree. The director must decide upon an
interpretation and then teach it to the players by various methods.
One thing that can help directors in deciding upon an interpretation
is a recorded professional performance, A record may be played many
times, in whole or in part, while one is listening to the various devices
employed to make the music more expressive, interesting, and enjoyable.
Certain tones are accented and separated, certain chords are sustained
very softly, some phrases are played with boldness while others are soft
help their students greatly by studying
and tender. School directors can
recordings, analysing them, and teaching their players to produce
similar results within their abilities.

-35What about much of the music used by school bands and orchestras
that is not recorded.

If the music has been carefully edited and is

published with marks of expression, tempo indicationf, and suggestions
to the conductor, be sure to try them.

If the music has few printed

suggestions, the director must use his intelligence, imagination,
judgment, and good taste. Assuming that he has mastered one instrument
and that he has performed and listened to much great music, the director
has a background to draw upon for ideas, devices, and methods. We
should put as much care into the interpretation of a melody in sin
easy overtune as we would put into the interpretation of a theme
in a symphony, Our students who play or hear the easier melody for
weeks or months deserve to hear it played with the best interpreation
that we can give it • These students may never play the symphony.
Their closest contact with music may be through the easy overture. It
is the teacher's responsibility to provide his students with experiences
which are genuinely musical dnd meaningful.
It might be well, at this point to repeat for a moment and urge
teachers to use great care in the selection of material to be played
by their musical organizations. Some music is such that the players
cannot help but play it expressively. Other music is such that even
an artist cannot make it sound well. School musicians will play with
more expression if they play music which appeals to their emotions.
Musical expression, then, is not spiritual or mysterious, but is
based upon the use of good taste and common

sense based up>on experience,

and is put into practice by purely mechanical means, blowing or bowing

-36harder or easier or not at ail. Music educators, directing our youth,
have a great responsibility which they should face unafraid. School
musicians have always been taugh$ how to play the right notes. Now,
more of them must be taught how to play the notes right.
What can be done to build better programs? The following suggestions may aid some directors in building better programs:
1. Select music that is not too difficult to play
2.

Choose music that fits the occasion

3.

Do not make the program lcng
Be sure there is variety: On this word hangs the
secret of the band or orchestra program.

5.

Use novelty nunbers that do not demand complete dignity.

6.

Try to ayoid giving the same type of program each year.

7.

It is well to observe the programs given by prominent
directors in the schools and in the band and orchestra
profession.

8. Keep a file of all programs played on note book paper.1
The program material can be classified and organized as
follows:

First Semester
Instrument
Technical Studies
Solos
Small Ensembles
Band
Orchestra

By classifying materials for each semester well in advance, the
teacher will learn to look for the right kind of material for each of
these activities; and students will be motivated to genuinely interested
^"Ward, o£. cit.. pp. 52-53-
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An adequate yardstick will be provided for a grading system.

There will always be enough groups for assembly, church, and club
programs, and any other deamds which nay be made.
A by-product of tikis advance planning, w ich would bring much
satisfaction to the teacher, will be the gratitude each student will
feel for having been set upon the right path to real musical growth,
and a worth-while rich experience.
Should a director turn down a public appearance, or refuse students
the opportunity to appear in contest because of inability to attain
the highest standard of performance? Appearing in public or contest
provides the greatest incentive for practice. A director should not
turn down an opportunity to present his band, orchestra or ensemble
groups in a program unless he has a very godd reason. Each time the
organizations appear before an audience they gain a little more
confidence and experience, When students sees what can be done they
will work harder to accomplish the goal they mark for themself.
If the instrumental organizations are called on quite frequently
and separate sheet music is too closely to procure in all instances,
collections may be used to great advantage. They usually have greater

audience appeal. To be prepared for almost any kind of occasion which
requires music, it is necessary to practice many easy, light tunes.
The problem of handling music, Develop an efficient librarian
and train each member of the band or orchestra to respect the music.
Pep talks occasionally on the proper care of music in the rehearsal
room helps.

Point out that music is expensive and parts worn out
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An adequate yardstick will be provided for a grading system.

There will always be enough groups for assembly, church, and club
programs, and any other demands which may be made.
A by-product of this advance planning, which should bring much
satisfaction to the teacher, will be the gratitude each student will
feel for having been set upon thr right path to real musical growth,
and a worth-while rich experience.
Should a director turn down a public appearance, or refuse students
the opportunity to appear in contest because of inability to attain
the highest standard of performance? Appearing in ;ublic or contest
provides the greatest incentive for practice. A director should not
turn down an opportunity to present his band, orchestra or ensemble
groups in a program unless he has a very good reason. Each time the
organizations appear before an audience they gain a little more
confidence and experience. When students sees what can be done they
will work harder to accomplish the goal they makk for themself.
If the instrumental organizations are called on quite frequently
and separate sheet music is too closely to procure in all instances,
collections may be used to great advantage. They usually have greater
audience appeal. To be prepared for almost any kind of occasion which
requires music, it is necessary to practice many easy, light tunes.
The problem of handling music. Develop an efficient librarian
and train each member of the band or orchestra to respect the music.
pep

talks occasionally on the proper care of music in the rehearsal

room helps. Point out that music is expensive and parts

worn out

-38unnecessarily, or lost because of carelessness, must be replaced and
paid for by the student. Just as soon as new number is purchased its
parts must be careful checked. If any are missing the music dealer
should be notified immediately. The number of parts should be indicated
on the outside of the filing envelope.

If it is possible the band or

orchestra should have extra large files which take all sizes of music
comfortably with no wear and tear.
What training whould a music teacher have in preparation?
When speaking about the undergraduate training period
for those majoring in music education, we can assume that
we are speaking of a span of time covering four years.
Four years is a very short time to complete all of the
work which needs to be covered. There are two answers
to this problem: (l) increase the training period to five
years, or (2) increase our teaching efficiency and accomplish
more in the time now at our disposal. Of these two
alternatives, the first will be out of the question for
many years to come since they need for teachers is so
great that we must get them out into the field as soon
as possible. Therefore, we must concentrate on increasing
the efficiency of the four - year training program as it
now exists. This four year course of study has become
more and more standarized as the result of the work of
accrediting agencies and the course of study set by th$
MENC. However, no paper course of study will solve the
problems of teacher training. Certain defects still are
quite obvious in our-teacher training programs, and will
require concentrated thought from the leader in the
teacher training field for their solution.
Having once determined to teach more art, and use the
best material possible where can we start, and how: The
answer-right at the bottom. Every elementary orchestra
rehearsal should be at the same time a lesson info™
and analysis, harmony, counterpoint, theory, s y ®

S^scltnSetf * ^re^aSion to such considerations
1.
in Music Teacher Preparation,"
Paul Van Bodegraven, "Problems
Music Educators Journal, XXXIII (1946), p. 28.

-39as where a phrase really ends, whence it is derived, why
a note is stressed or why we must not make a false accent
he. e, we shall develop taste, imagination and musical
insight in our pupils. Naturally, these considerations
must be simple enough for children to understand; but is
not enough for the student musician to be able to render
a part, strictly, speaking as written. He must be able
to feel the stress and release of hamionies, not only as
chords but as members of a chord. He must be taught to
follow a line although to its conclusion and to know
whether that line should be heard above another line.
He should gradually come to appreciate the relationship
of the shorter lines to the longer lines of a good
composition. Work for the inspired teacher."!
"If we are content to have merely clever bands and
orchestras but do not teach music as a great art and a
great universal language, we are making music a
false good indeed."2
Music instruption should not have to compete with athletics and
other activities. The band and orchestra program requires periods for
instruction set up in the schedule as a part of the regular school day.
The band or orchestra periods can be worked into the daily schedule
for any period of the day, providing that period is kept open for music.
The scheduling of students for individual and group lessons is more

complicated. If student study periods only are used for this purpose,
the results in small schools is the inability <Sf the instructor to get
proper instrumentation for individual and small group lessons.
The solution is to have the instructor group the students he wants
at one time and then work out a rotating lesson schedule for these
The grade school and hi^i school schedules must be integrated
the lesson grouping often overlaps grade
to make this possible since
groups.

and high school levels.
with the students class
1*

By working out this rotating lesson schedule
schedule cards at hand, the instructor can

Donald S. Marck, "Instrumentalist or M^ians,
Journal. September -October, 1949» PP*
2* Ibid-

" Music Educators
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usually insure that students will not be taken out of any one academic
class more often than once in any given six week period.
rhe rotating plan is that the student is taken out of any class,
study period, or other activity when the music schedule calls for it.
The music lesson takes precedence except in cases when regularly
unit or terms tests are given in other classes, The student who
leaves a regular class to take a music lesson is not excused from the
responsibility of the day's work in such a class. If there has been
a written assignment, it must be handed to the teacher before the student
may be permitt d to go for the music lesson. It is then joint re
sponsibility of the teacheh, the student, and the music instructor to
see that the system functions properly.
The mechanics of proper scheduling and grouping are not, what make
a good instrumental program, but they are the necessary steps, Regardless
of how good the teaching, how rich the materials, how interested the
student and how cooperative the parents, the instrumental program will
not be accomplishing what it should if it has to compete with athletics
and other student activities or is scheduled so that the instructor
has to take a conglomeration of different instruments at the same time
for lesson work.
Effective teaching requires the ability to analyze and
diagnose the deficiences of musical performance and ^
prescribe the remedies which will ultimate y c°, *e£emed
faults. The word ultimate is important sinceJ-h
frequently may not produce an immediate an
correction of the error. Just a.
medical practice
improvement is not always noted iroedlatelyafterproper^
medication is applied, improvement in musical perfo
Wten SeSyS^tii faulty habits hav. been supplanted

-41by correct techniques 'which are repeated in practice
until the correct response become semi-automatic, "1
The experienced director may habitually take these factors into
account, the director with a limited knowledge of techniques will need
all possible guidance and assistance to adequately understand the
problems involved in teaching students to play instruments.
"By vhat means, then, is the teacher able to detect faults in
musical performance? The answer is brief: audio and visual, that
which is heard and seen."2 Capable of being seen are of course more
obvious, but usually the audio and visual factors must both be
considered, since tone production on the instruments involves coordi
nations which are not always usually apparent, and the director
must relay upon vhat he hears in order to determine the source of the
difficulty.
The final analysis performance must be evaluated in terms of
"How it sounds."
performance,

Faculty techniques are not helpful to good
the prevalence of incorrect playing techniques will

prevent that ease and freedom of execution which is characteristically
present in outstanding musical performance, The ear must be trained
to detect those flaws which exist in respect to purity of tone, accuracy
is pitch, style of articulation, and the coordination of breath,
emborchure, articulation and fingering.

be expected. As a result of instruction the student must
acquire the ability to analyze his own problems, since
1.

2.

"Teaching Problems and Techniques," The

Bernard Fitzgerald, ---- Instrumentalist, V (1951)» P»
Ibid
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d^Pra^iC%fLl0dS he is actually

teaching himself:
otherwise the efforts of the teacher will be in vain for
incorrect practice will nullify good t aching. "1

We will consider the visual aspects first since the student may
oft®1

becom« aware of

these problems by practicing before a mirror.

Visible evidence of the presence of factors which interfere with
performance is apparent in the following:
1. Distended or constricted muscles
2.

Tenseness of the arms

3. Hunched position of the shoulders
4*

An awkward and unnatural position of the head

5. Gripping the instrument tightly
6.

Arms held rigidly against the body

7.

Cramped hand position on the keys

8.

Tense facial expressions

5.

Excessive pressure of the mouthpiece against the lips

10.

Holding the instrument incorrectly: pointing instrument upward
or downward at an extreme angle.

11.

Poor posture

12.

Embouchure: (q) extreme stretched position of the lips, (b)
air escaping at corners of the mouth, (c) incorrect lower
law position, (d) incorrect mouthpiece placement, (3; lip
formation too loosely formed, (f) lip formation too pinched.

It should be noted that the first nine items listed above involve
the question of relaxation. This is one of the most important and
most neglected aspects of instruments performance, It is recognized
that muscular tension is necessary for all activity, conflicting
muscular actions produce a

conteracting effect which are definitely

detrimental to performance.
1. Ibid,
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support to produce a steady controlled tone. If a conflicting muscular
tension exists in the constriction of the muscles of the throat, or
the intercostal muscles of the lower chest, the action of the diaphragm
and the control of the breath will be greatly impaired. Suppose that
as a further complication to the above, the player is attempting to
perform on extremely rapid staccato figure in the highest register
of the instrument. General nervousness, conscious or not, will add
to the confusion and the player is very likely to increase the pressure
of th e mouthpiece against the lips until t he t one is completely stopped
by this combination of factors. Under such circumstances the teacher
might well be grateful for the restulting silence.
"It is recognized that mastery of correct breathing and
breath support is vitally important to wind instrument
performance. This problem, however, is often given only
the briefest possible consideration at the time the studait
begins instrumental instruction, and is completely ignored
during subsequent instruction. Hie fundamental basis for
correct breathing for wind instrument performance is not
difficult, but the development of breath control can
only be realized over an extended period of time in which
this phase of performance is studied and practiced.
Practice on sustained tones provides an excellent drill
for developing tone control. This type of practice
should include tone studies at various dynamic levels
and with vaiying degrees of tonal shading. Scales and
etudes requiring varying wind pressures must blso be
studied and practiced so that the player will acquire an
accurate judgment regarding the quantity and expenditure
of the breath during phrases of various lengths in all
registers. Players frequently develop the habit of taking
a full breath for every phrase regardless of its lengtn.
"The process of achieving good performance requires
the balance and coordination of all the ™sc
b j
involved. This delicate balance may easily be disturbed
by seemingly many factors whose impor anc~ mus

-V.recognized sine, their effect upon performanc, is fr.qu.ntlv

Good posture for wind instrument performance does not imply
a rigid position of any part of the body.»l
Too often, good posture is incorrectly interpreted as being an
akward and uncomfortable position in which the body is rigidly erect
and the arms held tightly against the body. While the torso must be
held ypright in order far the diaphragm to function effectively in
controlling the breath in wind instrument performance, the position of
the head, arms, and hands should be as natural as possible considering
the prctolems of supporting the instrument in correct playing position.
"An extremely stretch position of the lips will tend
to produce a thin, colorless and often anemic quality of
tone. Sometimes the appearance of the embourchure is
deceptive and the teacher is led to suspect the student
in stretching the lips, when the reality the width and snape
of th e lips are such as to present that impression. If
the corners of the mouth do not remain completely closed,
the resulting passage of air results in inefficient use
of the breath and a lack of tonal solidity.
"The extremely protruding or receding jaw position
frequently interferes with the tone production and control
in both the high and low registers. In addition, the
exaggerated protruding jaw formation often results in
muscular tensions of the jaw and throat muscles vhich in
turn interfere with the breath supply and control. Student
may frequently resort to raising or lowering the head of
the instrument in an exaggerated manner m an attempt to
play in the extreme high or low register.
is en 9
disturb the relative position of the upper and lower lips
so that the upper lip cannot vibrate freely due to ex
cessive pressure of the mouthpiece.
1.

Ibid, pp. 38-40.

-45When the embouchure is too loosely fomed, the lips present a fibby appearance# This condition is not conductive to firm, clear,
tone quality. If the lips are pinched together to tightly, the
muscles of the lips become inflexible and a free response cannot
be obtained.
"The apparent ease and seemingly effortless performance
of outstanding instrumentalists is apple evidence of the
importance of bodily relaxation. The struggles of the
beginners with his instrument often convey the impression
of a grudge battle in which the player is frequently the
loser. The beginner too frequently believes it to be
necersary to resort to the brute force method either because
he does not understand how tp play correctly, or because he
is attempting to perform something he is not prepared to
do at that time.^1
It is the responsibility of the director to prepare the student
for each new problem so that it will be natural step in his musical
and technical advancement. The student must realize that physical
strain should not be present in good performancej on the contrary,
good performance is free of such strain, One of the irajor problems
of the teacher is to guage the capacity and development of the student
so that he is not expected to meet new technical problans before being
adequately prepared. This is especially true in regard to developing
the extreme high register of the instruments. In order to meet the
proH.«, of various students succsssfully, the director m ust invent
technical drills and exercises to fit the needs of the individual
student, supplementing the assigned etudes, studies and
The director soon

discovers that it is constantly necessary to

remind the student of the fundamentals of instrument performance;
and coordination, and
breathing, embouchure, articulation, fingering
^"Ibid. pp. 38-42.
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anyone of these elements does not function efficiently. The source
of difficulty may be due to several of these factors, in which case
it will be necessary for the director to check each of the fundamentals
separately before attempting to attack the problem of coordinating the
elements of basic technique.
Under circumstances which combine average ability, talent,
competent instruction and intelligent practice the student should make
satisfactory progress. Due to the inexperience of the beginner,
undesirable tensions are usually present and hinger performance.
Under the guidance of a skillful director, and with careful practice
on the part of the student, these tensions should disappear as skill
is acquired. The student forms playing habits very quickly, and it
is essential that these habits be the correct ones so that the
laborious and tedious process of releaming may be avoided.

3JM1ARY AND RE001MEND ATIONS
In an ideal situation, a class should meet every day.
In order to get students to form good muscular habits, and to acquire
good playing positions, the teacher must be with the students as much
as possible in the beginning. Tuning the instruments is a problem
that requires constant attention. When students practice without a
teacher's guidance, they are;likely to use instruments that are badly
out of tune.
If a class cannot meet daily we must be satisfied with three or
even two class meetings, each week. Good results have been obtained in
classes that meet only once a week, but this is a slow process, and
one that is more or less unsatisfactory,
First associations formed in learning a new skill are invaluable
in achieving ultimate results. Make a correct start and then allow
no deviations, lapses, or departures from the correct method. Students
may stumble occasionally along the road to achievement but this is of
minor significance providing that they keep aiming consistently toward
their ultimate goal0
Plan out objectives and how to accomplish them during practice
periods.

Not only that, but if difficulty is experienced in finding

time for practice, budget the entire day. Plan specifically and put on
paper when practice will be done and adhere rigidly to this proposed
schedule. Early morning hours will prove most beneficial and there will
be far less likelihood of interference with the time budget.

-48It is one thing to set up objectives and another thing to achieve
than. «erely realizing aagueljr that they are important is not enough.
A definite plan of obtaining them should be formulated and successfully
carried out.
Instrumental work at all school levels must be on an elective basis.
The director is confronted with the problem of arousing interest in
music if he is to have anything to direct, This state of affairs often
causes a great deal of concern among music teachers but it has some
compensating features. Teaching i3 most enjoyable when you are working
with students who are interested in their sork. Very few teachers on
the high school level work uiider such ideal conditions. The music
teacher is one of those, few because it is rare that anyone elects
music has no interest in the subject. There is one drawback in the
fact that when a subject is an elective it is often not considered to
be as important as the required courses and is not given equal consider
ation in matter of scheduling. The director is expected to make music
so interesting that the sudents will wept to participate in the various
activities offered. Teachers of all elective courses must make their
work interesting and valuable. The present trend in education is
toward more elective subjects and fewer required subjects, The director
with a backlog of past experience in teaching under such conditions will
be in

a

far better position to adjust to these modern trends than

will those teachers of academic subjects who have, in some instances
made little effort to make their class work interesting enough to be
a success without the requirement of attendance.

The director will

-49do well to consider the elective tag placed on his courses as a challenge
to his teaching ability and also as added assurance that his work will
be more interesting than it would be if labeled as a required course.
Instrumentation should be based on the needs of the group, the
school, and the community. The person best qualified to decide this
is the director. He must be willing to think this through and build
an organization that functions well in his situation.
The type of instrumentation needed in our schools cannot be atetained by limitating wind instruments in the manner of the Haydn
symphony, nor by eliminating strings as in the military band. It can
be accomplished only by recombining winds and strings in a manner
specifically suited to school needs. On the elementary level, this
means that music should be increasingly graded, to fit the abilities
of students, orchestrated, to provide interesting parts for all
players, and intergrated, to allow the development of appreciation and
understanding a s well as technique. The instrumentation of elementary
school band-orchestras should be modified ihich are simple enough that
they nay be taught together, diverse enough to allow variety of choice
on the part of the student, and variety of tone color in the class
as an ensemble,

inexpensive enough for the average school or home to

buy, small en ough an d durable en ough so that seme

home wcrk is feasible

and standard enough for solo work, for small ensembles,
bands or orchestras.

or for advanced
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Borrowing from the principles of good teaching as found simplified
by the successful classroom teacher we can formulate certain basic ideas
that may be considered as fundamental to a successful program of group
music instruction.
1. Maintain an eager, intelligent desire to achieve proficiency
by so planning each lesson that eveiy child may feel that success is
possible off attainment.
2.

Present drills in such a manner that the child clearly sees

that they answer a definite technical need.
3. Encourage the child to think in rhythmic and phase units
rather than in isolated notes.
4. Remenber that the attention span of the average child is
rather anall.
5. Oge a generaus amount of rote teaching and initiative drill
in the beginning.
6. Bnploy the so-called "singing approach," as it not only ties
•

up with a child's previous school music experience but is also his
surest and often his only guide for correct intonation when practicing
alone.
7. Keep the music well within the student's ability.
8. Keep eveiy child busy.
9. Plan lesson so as to make effective use of eveiy minute of the
class period.
10. Guard against too much unnecessary explanation.

-51M»ny things can be taught just as well or better in class; many
other things are best taught in a private lesson; and nor. of the
things that we now teach jrivatsly could be taught in class, if only
we knew how.
Playing by ear is a phase of music education which is of prime
importance.

It will be to the advantage of music educators to study

its functions and to adjust their procedures to agree with functional
psychological principles.
When the school band or orchestra plays in public, the selection
of music ot be palyed requires, serious thought. We want the band
or orchestra members to enjoy their playing; we want the audience
to liek the band or orchestra; we want younger children to desire to
become band or orchestra menbers.
The band or orchestra director will find that the labor or his
work will be lessened, and his musical opportunities increased, if
he selects suitable materials, Here are some things to look for:
string parts carefully fingered and bowed: wind parts carefully
marked; all parts uniform, neither too easy nor too difficult;
complete instrumentation; music available in sets or parts of sets;
a full score for the director.
Even after classes have been established and are going nicely,
demonstrations must be continued at intervals for the younger students
below the present beginning level.
Some well-organized talks in chamber of Comnerce, Women's Clubs,
P. T. A. along with interest!;* solos and ensertles, will do much to
help the band or orchestra

financially through entertainments and other

money raising schemes during the year.
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Once a direcofc can manage to get an extra free period each day
on school time he ban arrange to give groups lessons to different
sections of the band or orchestra dnd in this way take care of the
important rudiments necessary for beginners.
Notation is nne of the major problems for youthful musiolans.

If

this problem is simplified, the player can given more attention to
intonation, expression arid the like. School musicians should not be
expected to transpose, nor to read unusual clefs. Music for the
school band or orchestra should be written for clarinets and trumpets
in B-flat, horns in F, and bassoons and trombones in bass clef.
Imitation is not only valuable but almost essential in learning
the most practical way to overcome mechanical and musical obstanles.
Take every opportunity to observe an expert and to analyse his methods
of work.

There is a great difference between knowing how to do a

thing and actually doing it. Observation will give one ideas, but
an expert will focus these in the most practical direction, so as
to eliminate mistakes of various kinds.

But one learns •

ctive

techniques for overcoming obstacles only when obstacles are 1

». to

overcome. A certain amount of error is essential to the perfection of
any act of skill.

The elimination of errors by a thoughtful and varied

attack on the problem is a necessary part of the le rning process.
More repetition will not necessarily guarantee improvement,
successful practice there must always be a challenge,
repetition there must be a goal.

Beck of

Back of each

-53Public appearance provices the greatest i
incentive for practice,
A director should not turn down an opprotunity for presenting his
band orchestra orchestra in a program unless he has a very good reason.
The preparation for those majoring in music should: (1) increase
the training period to five year, or (2) increase our teaching ef
ficiency and accomplish more in the time now at our disposal.
There is not any question but that the building of an instrumental
program takes thought and foresight. It must have capable directors
and teachers.

It must have a cooperative administration. It must have

the support of the parents and the community.
Arranging music for limited instrumentation does not mean that small
bands or orchestras should not perform music for full concert instru
mentation if they have the instruments and the players. But to rob an
already weak clarinet section just to get some oboe and bassoon players
is not a practical procedure. The chart on the next page offers
suggestions fbr cross-cueing arrangements so that a small band or
orchestra may play with complete harmony.
A librarian should be appoint d to handle the instrumental music
library, with enough assistants to enable him to have the work done
quickly and efficiently. The library staff should be well trained for
this work, for it require* considerable detailed knowledge and judgment.
Keeping the library in order and preparing the music for the various
organizations is a task demanding unusual ability and interest.
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Part

Cross Cue to

Piccolo

Flute, E-flat Clarinet

Flutes

Violih, Clarinets 1st. and 2nd.

Oboes

Muted Trumpets, Viola

E-flat Clarinet

Flute

B-flat Clarinet

Obbigato Violin, Cornet

Alto Clarinet

Alto Saxophone, Tenor Saxophone

Bass Clarinet

Tenor Saxophone, Baritone Saxophone

Bassoon

Baritone, Tenor Saxophone, Baritone
Saxophone, Bass Clarinet, Trombone

Contra Bassoon

String Bass

Soprano Saxophone

Solo Coronet, B-flat Clarinet

Alto Saxophone

First Cornet, Alto Clarinet, Baritone

Tenor Saxophone

Trombone, Baritone, Bass Clarinet

Baritone Saxophone

Euphonium, Bass Clarinet, Bassoon

Trumpets

Cornets, B-flat Clarinet

Cornets
Fluegelhorns
E-flat Altos, 3rd. & 4th.

Trumpets, B—flat clarinet
Cornets, B-flat horn
Trombones, Alto Saxophone

French Horns

E-flat alto herns, mellophones,
Fluegelhorns, Trombones, Saxophones

Baritone

Tenor Saxophone, Solo Trombone,
Alto Clarinet, Tenor Horn

Trombones

Baritone, Tenor Horn
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Cross Cue to

Tubas

Baritone Saxophone, Bass Saxophone
String Bass, Baritone, Trombone

Violin 1st.

Flute

Violin 2nd.

B-flat clarinet, Alto Saxophone

Cello

Alto Saxophone, Tenor Saxophone

String Bass

Tuba, Baritone Saxophone, Baritone
Trombone

Harp

Piano

Celesta

Piano, Marimba

t

One of the quickest means of securing a desired instrumentation is
tb presuade excess clarinet, trumpet, piano and saxophone players to
transfer to other instruments.

If practice is kept up regularly on

both the major instruments and the one to which the student transfe s
there is little liklihood of ppoiling an embouchure, provided the
transfer is to related instrument. Many of our leading dance band
musicians are excellent perfoemers on any one of three or four instru
ments.

A student interested in popular music may be persuaded to

transfer when they realize that for danceorchestra work it is prac
tically essential that they be able to play more than one instrument.
While a high standard of performance should be the goal of every
musical group, large or small, it is quite generally recognized that
playing in small ensenbles is much more exacting than mass participa
tion in band or orchestra in regards to the demand made upon each
individual.

Although ordinary performance

is not to be condoned, it

must be admitted that large groups may achieve a general!

-56musical result despite the short comics of a oonsiderabie number
of performers within the group.

If there is a sufficient nucleus

of proficient players on each part, they natatain the mnsical
leadership for the less capable individuals and encourage than to
perform with mare confidence.
The director should maintain a strict discipline. A pleasant
but firm hold over the players will make the music more interesting as
well as more effecient. Trouble makers and absentees should be summarily
dealt with ps their influence will soon be felt in tha kttitude
of the entire band or orchestra. It is far better to have a small
lively band than a large ill trained one.
The chart on the next page illustrates possible quartet combinations
together with suggestions for the formation of quintets.
There are seven principles of ensemble music in performance to
which the faithful director and ensemble give instant and constant
heed. Here are the motivating factors which, being properly integrated
result in the superior performance:
1. The production of correct tone.
2.

The accuracy of intonation

3.

The tautness of rhythm.

4.

The faultlessness of technique.

5.

The sincerity of the interpretation.

6. The artistic ef ect of the ensemble production.
7.

The ensemble appearance.
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Chart of Possible Quartet Combinations

Group I - Wood - Winds
Soprano

Alto

1. Flute
2. Flute
3. Clarinet I

Oboe
Oboe
Clarinet II

4. Oboe I
5. Oboe

Oboe II
Clarinet I

Tenor

Bass

Clarinet
Bassoon I
Alto Clarinet
(or Clarinet III)
Bassoon I
Clarinet II

Bassoon
Bassoon II
Bass Clarinet
Bassoon II
Bassoon

Group II - Brass
1. Trpapet I

2. Cornet I
3» Cornet I
4. Trumpet

5. Troiribone I

6. F-Horn I

Trumpet II
Trombone I
Comet II
Baritone
E-flat Horn I E-flat Horn II
F-Hom I
F-Hom II

Trombone II
F-Horn II

Trombone III
F-Horn III

Trombone II
E-flat Tuba

Baritone
Trombone or
Euphonium

Tuba or Trombone IV
F-Horn IV

Group III - Saxophones
1. B-flat soprano
2. E-flat Alto I
3. E-flat Alto

B-flat Tenor
E-flat Alto
E-flat Alto II B-flat Tenor
B-flat Tenor
E-flat Tenor

E-flat baritone
E-flat Baritone
E-flat Baritone

Group IV - Strings
1. Violin I

Violin II

Viola

Violoncello

Suggestions for the formation of quintets:
1.

Use string bass with Group I for quintet contra-bass.

2.

U se BB-flat Tuba with Group II for quinted contrabass

3. Use Bass Saxophone with Group III for quintet ccntra-bass
4« Use string Bass with Group IV for quintet contra-bass.
5.

Double the fourth part in nearly every case.
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no attempt to evade the implications

to be found within the framework of these principles.
There is no secret formula for achieving success; there
are
only helpful guideposts. We should like to suggest some of
these that we consider as basic,
1,

Give the students a chance to study a band or orchestral

instrument.
2.

The kindergarten to grade three level for the teaching of

rhythm band, fourth grade to grade six for exploratory instruments,
junior high for skill building area, and senior higi for mastery
of skill area.
3,

The families of similar instruments method of instruction,

followed by full band and individial lessons.
4.

The schools should own one instrument for every twenty-

five students enrolled.
5.

The schools should receive a great share of their money

from school board appropriations. If not enough a fairly high
percentage may come from such sources as programs, concerts,
parents clubs and activity funds.
6,

The schools should participate in music festivals and

contests.

7. More school time, more trained teachers, more pre-band
instruction, and better scheduling and programming is needed to
improve the instrumenal music program in school.
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Insist upon proper care of the instrument,
i

9. While the student is sounding a tone, try bumping
the mouthpiece up and down. There should be no giye.
10. While the beginner is getting the feel of blowing a
solid tone, do not place much stress upon the tongue. After
the embouchure is forced and a good tone is emitted, make sure,
when tonguing, that no movement occurs from the chin or jaw,
11.
ing,

It is never too early to stress proper diaphragm breath
All too often bad habits of chest breathing are formed, and

become difficult to break. Encourage the student to breathe
natirally, and to expand the waist line when he inhales. A must
in good tone production is solid diaphram support through a
relaxed throat.
12. Encourage relaxation in playing at all times. Tension
causes a constant problem.
13. Double jointed fingers will cause difficulty in mani
pulating the keys and covering the holes.
14. If the instrument is to be stored during the summer,
select a high and dry place, not necessarily a hot place.
15. Avoid basements.
16. Avoid direct rays from the sun in storage
17.

If possible, have ventilation in the room. Examine the

unusuad instruments from time to time and wipe mechanism with
soft cloth.
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18.
tarnish.

Place a camphor stick or chrystals in each

case to prevent

Your drug store can supply it.

19. Lubrication is always a guard against moisture, Give
the usual lubricating care which you given during the school year.
20. Wherever you are, whether at home, at faire, outdoor
concerts, track meets, festivals, etc., give serious thought to the
care and preservation of your sensitive friend your instrument. It will
serve you well if you do.
21.

Talk less and play more

22.

Keep the group so busy that there is not time for mischief

23.

Nip a potential misdeed in the bud.

24.

Be enthusiastic.

25. Give more praise than blame.
26.

Expect the best

27.

Do not talk down to the students

28. Order is heaven's first law.
29.

Teach so that the students will want to do that which is
right.

30.

Be confident.

How many music directors are guilty of teaching the bare formulas
as applied to music? We are in most cases teaching the child correct
embouchure, diaphragm breathing, correct finger pesition, and good bow
technique, but are we teaching hims music in its broadest sense
ultimately giving the student superior results and all around good
musicianships?

It is one

thing to produce a clarinetist, a cornetist,

-61or a violinist, but it is another thing to produce a performer
with musicianship.
It is our opinion that theory, harmony, music, history and
conducting can and should be taught to every instrumental music
student; that time spent incorporating these subjects into the
beginning student's instrumental class, the band or orchestra
rehersal, or the sectional rehearsal, is time well spent, which will
produce better performers who are, in the true dense of ths word,
musicians.
If the director feels his preparation for teaching is inadquate
and most of us always feel, even after many years of experience,
that we can use more schooling and more learning from their seniors
in the field. We suggest that they do everything they can of a
practical nature.
Remember that student improvement comes through teacher improve
ment. When things don't go right, the director criticizes himself
first because it is here that they should be able to estercise the
most control to change matters.
Participate in conferences and clinics when possible, local,
state, regional and national. Help promote such activities. They
might keep a little black book of questions and ask them at every
possible opportunity until he has cyrstallized his own thinking,
and can begin to answer questions of others with authority.

-6*Do not be discouraged.

Problems can easily work out to be

virtues because problems are always a challenge to a director
with convictions. With carefiil planning and foresight, your school
will soon find its place in the music clinics and festivals. It
takes a moving spirit to get these things done.
Do not criticize vhat has happened in the past as far as
your present situation is concerned. Find something good to
say about your predecessors regardless of how hard you have to
search.

Be interested in children, their problems, parents, and

people in general; give freely of your time and talents. Set high
goals and standards and don't be afraid to keep pushing them hi^ier
year by year.

Be sure criticism is always constructive and directed

at the music j keep the personal elanent out. Don't be afraid to
say, "I don't know, but I will try to find out."
To keep acquainted with new materials, you should get on pub
lishers' nailing lists; learn to evaluate materials and use only
those which will aid in development of the instrumaital program.
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